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Kindergarten

Foundational Language Skills
● Phonological Awareness - identifies letter names and letter sounds, c-v-c words, recognizes and

produces rhyming words; generates words that begin with the same sound.
● How Sentences Work - begins to understand that a sentence a)is made up of words that have

spaces between them and b) has a capital letter at the beginning and a punctuation mark at the end;
recognizes and names end punctuation marks (period, question mark, exclamation point).

● How Words Work - understands that words are made up of letters; quickly recognizes and names all
upper-and lower-case letters.

READING

Problem-Solving
● Notices when something isn’t quite right (that what was red doesn’t make sense, doesn’t sound

right, and/or doesn’t look right) and then takes action in order to solve the problem (e.g., looking at
the picture, rereading the sentence or page, and/or making additional attempts at the tricky word).

Fluency
● Reads sight/trick words
● Taps out words

Comprehension
● Citing Evidence - supports statements by citing evidence from text (characters, setting, etc.).
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - retells familiar stories, referencing key details (with support);

identifies main topic in informational texts, sharing key details (with support).
● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) adventures of characters in familiar stories (with

support) and b) two informational texts on the same topic (with support).

WRITING

Fine Motor
● Identifies R/L dominance
● Hold pencil with correct grasp

Formation
● Writes first name with correct formation, order, spacing, and beginning capitalization
● Writes uppercase and lowercase letters with correct formation

Organization
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - states opinion/introduces topic through drawing, dictating, or

writing.
● Native Writing - writes about a specific real event, telling what happened in the correct sequence

and ending with a reaction
Support and Development

● Information Writing - shares facts through drawing, dictating, or writing.
Problem-Solving, Revising, and Editing

● Problem Solving - uses multiple strategies when writing an unknown word:
a) says the word slowly or taps the word to hear its parts (sound analysis),
b) thinks of known words that sound like the unknown word (analogy),
c) uses resources for sound-letter links (e.g., ABC chart, name chart), and
d) thinks of a book that has the word in it and then copies the word from it.

Conventions of Standard English
● Capitalization - capitalizes first word in a sentence and pronoun I
● Punctuation - begins to use end punctuation
● Spelling - writes a letter for most consonant and short-vowel sounds, spelling simple words

phonetically; learns to write numerous high-frequency words.
Engagement in Workshop Experiences
whole group and small group discussions, independent reading and writing

● actively listens when texts are read aloud
● participates in discussions, sharing ideas, and respectfully listening to others
● quietly reads, writes, and/or completes tasks during independent work time
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1st Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Sentence Work - understands basic concept of sentence (makes sense and sounds right if

read on its own; capital letter at beginning, punctuation at end) understands that sentences are
made up of words separated by spaces, forming complete sentences

● How Words Work - builds knowledge of phonetic parts, applying it to one-syllable words; learns
about contractions; identifies frequently-occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms
(e.g., looks, looked, looking).

READING

Problem-Solving
● notices when something isn’t quite right (that what was read doesn’t make sense, doesn’t sound

right, and/or doesn’t look right) and then takes action in order to solve the problem (e.g., rereading
the sentence or page again,making additional attempts at the tricky word).

● strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of how words work, how sentences work,
how texts work.

Fluency
● Phrasing - reads in phrases (groups of 3-4 words or more); pauses appropriately, guided by

meaning of text and punctuation.
● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words, guided by meaning of

text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., bolded word).
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast.

Comprehension
● Citing Evidence - supports statements by citing evidence from text.
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - retells stories, referencing key details identifies main topic of

an informational text, retelling key details.
● Words and Phrases - uses context of sentence to clarify meaning.
● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) the experiences of characters in stories and b) two

informational texts on the same topic.

WRITING

Organization
● Opinion Writing(not as much opinion) Information Writing - opens by stating opinion/introducing

topic; ends with concluding statement.
● Narrative Writing - writes about real events; begins with an opening sentence or phrase that leads

into the story; uses transitional words/phrases (e.g., Then, to signal order of events; ends with a
reaction or sense of closure.

Support and Development
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - provides a reason in opinion pieces.
● Narrative Writing - includes some details regarding what happened.

Problem-Solving, Revising, and Editing
● Problem Solving - uses multiple strategies when writing an unknown word:

a) says the word slowly or taps the word to hear its parts (sound analysis),
b) thinks of known words that sound like the unknown word (analogy).
c) uses resources for sound-letter links (e.g., name chart, phonics charts), and
d) thinks of a book that has the word in it and then copies the word from it

● Revising and Editing - a) crosses out unwanted letters/words, b) adds new words with a caret, and
c) circles words that don’t look right, correcting them.

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - writes in sentences/complete thoughts as if talking.
● Capitalization - capitalizes first word in sentence and pronoun I; learns to capitalize names of people

and name of months within dates.
● Punctuation - uses end punctuation; learns to use commas in dates and to separate single words in

a series (e.g., We bought milk, bread, and eggs.).
● Spelling - correctly spells previously-learned high frequency words in all work; spells untaught words

phonetically.
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2nd Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How sentences Work - understands that the only upper-case letters in a sentence are the first letter

of the first word and the first letter of proper nouns.
● How Words Work - solidifies knowledge of phonetic parts, applying it to two-syllable words; build

knowledge of morphemic parts (word parts that mean something), learning about the most common
prefixes and suffixes; learns about the most common prefixes and suffixes; learns about compound
words.

READING

Problem-Solving
● Notices when rereading is necessary; strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of

how words work,how sentences work, how texts work
Fluency

● Phrasing - reads in phrases (groups of 3-4 words or more); pauses appropriately, guided by
meaning of text and punctuation

● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words,guided by meaning of
text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization)

● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast
Comprehension

● Citing Evidence- supports statements by citing evidence from text
● Themes, Central ideas, and Details - retells stories, traditional literature; determines theme

(lesson/message) in a piece of literature; determines main topic of an informational text and the
focus of specific paragraphs within it

● Words and Phrases - uses context of sentence and glossary/beginning dictionary to clarify meaning
of words and phrases

● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) two or more versions of the same story by different
authors and b) the most important points in two informational texts on the same topic

WRITING

Organization
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - opens by stating opinion/introducing topic; uses transitional

words/phrases to connect opinion and reasons (e.g., First, Also,); ends with concluding statement
● Narrative Writing - writes about a well-elaborated real event;opens with sentence or phrase that

leads into the story; uses transitional words/phrases to signal order of events (e.g., after that, Later
on,);provides sense of closure

Support and Development
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - provides more than one reason in opinion pieces; provides

facts in information pieces
● Narrative Writing - describes actions, thoughts, and feelings

Problem-Solving, Revising, and Editing
● Problem-Solving - uses previously-learned strategies for writing unknown words; learns to use a

beginning dictionary
● Revising and Editing - learns to thoroughly check final-draft writing, ensuring that it makes sense

and that basic rules were followed (e.g. spaces between words, proper use of upper-case letters,
use of end punctuation)

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - Writes in complete sentences
● Capitalization - follows previously-learned rules, only using upper-case letters when appropriate;

expands knowledge of proper nouns to include holidays,product names, and geographic names
● Punctuation - follows previously-learned rules, solidifying appropriate use of end punctuation;learns

to use a) apostrophes in contractions and simple possessives (e.g, the girl’s coat) and b) commas in
greetings and closings of letters

● Spelling - correctly spells previously-learned high-frequency words in all work
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3rd Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Paragraphs Work - understands how paragraphs in literature work differently than paragraphs

in informational texts (e.g., shifts in dialogue in the former; grouping of related information, topic
sentences in the latter)

● How Sentences Work - understanding structure of a complete sentence (subject+predicate);
identifies present, past, and future verb tenses; begins to build parts-of-speech knowledge,
explaining function of nouns(including common/proper, singular/plural possessive), pronouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs

● How Words Work - solidifies knowledge of phonetic parts, applying it to multi-syllable words; builds
knowledge of morphemic parts (word parts that mean something), learning about the most common
prefixes and suffixes

READING

Problem-Solving
● Notices when rereading is necessary; strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of

how words work, how sentences work, how texts work
Fluency

● Phrasing - reads in phrases (group of 3-4 words or more); pauses appropriately, guided by meaning
of text and punctuation

● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words, guided by meaning of
text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization)

● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast
Comprehension

● Citing Evidence - supports statements by citing evidence from text
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - retells stories, traditional literature; determines a) the theme

(lesson/message) in a piece of literature and b) the central idea in an informational text, explaining
key details that support them

● Words and Phrases - uses context of sentence and glossary/beginning dictionary to clarify meaning
of words and phrases

● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) themes and plots of stories written by the same
author about about the same characters and b) the most important points and key details in two
informational texts on the same topic

WRITING

Organization
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - opens by stating opinion/introducing topic; uses transitional

words/phrases to link ideas;ends with concluding statement
● Narrative Writing - begins real or imagined stories in a way that orients the reader (e.g., by

establishing a situation); uses transitional words/phrases to signal order of events;provides sense of
closure,

Support and Development
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - provides reasons in opinion pieces; provides facts, details, and

definitions in information pieces
● Narrative Writing - describes actions, thoughts, and feelings; uses dialogue

Revising and Editing
● Revising - works to improve organization and support/development of ideas
● Editing - diligently checks that conventions of standard English are followed

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - writes in complete sentences; learns to check for subject-verb agreement

and pronouns-antecedent agreement
● Capitalization - follows previously-learned rules, solidifying capitalization of proper nouns; learns to

capitalize appropriate words in titles
● Punctuation - follows previously-learned rules, solidifying appropriate use of apostrophes; learns to

use commas and quotation marks in dialogue
● Spelling - correctly spells previously-learned high-frequency words in all work
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4th Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Paragraphs Work - understands how transitional words/phrases can be used to link ideas

within informational text paragraphs
● How Sentences Work - understands structure of a compound sentence (two independent clauses

linked by a comma and coordinating conjunction);uses progessive verb tenses (I was walking; I am
walking; I will be walking);expands parts-of-speech knowledge to include the coordinating
conjunctions

● How Words Work - demonstrates solid knowledge of phonetic parts;expands knowledge of
morphemic parts (word parts that mean something), learning about greek and Latin prefixes,
suffixes, and roots

READING

Problem-Solving
● Notices when rereading is necessary; strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of

how words work, how sentences work, how texts work
Fluency

● Phrasing - pauses appropriately, guided by meaning of text and punctuation
● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words,guided by meaning of

text, punctuation, and text features (e.g.,italicization)
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not to fast

Comprehension
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - summarizes a text;determines a) the theme (lesson/message)

in a piece of literature and b) the central idea in an informational text, explaining how they were
supported by key details

● Words and Phrases - uses context (overall meaning of sentence, paragraph), knowledge of
morphemic word parts, and phrases; recognizes and explains figurative language (similes and
metaphors; common idioms and adages/proverbs)

● Compare and Contrast - compare/contrasts a) the treatment of similar themes and topics in stories
and traditional literature from different cultures and b) two informational texts on the same topic,
integrating the information

WRITING

Organization
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing- opens by stating opinion/introducing topic; uses transitional

words/phrases to link ideas within paragraphs; ends with a concluding statement or section that
relates to the opinion or information presented

● Narrative Writing - begins real or imagined stories in a way that orients the reader (e.g., by
establishing a situation; by introducing narrator, characters); uses transitional words/phrases to
signal order of events; ends with a conclusion that follows from the narrated events,

Support and Development
● Opinion Writing, information Writing - provides reasons in opinion pieces and facts, details,

definitions in information pieces; elaborates w/ examples
● Narrative Writing - describes actions, thoughts, and feeling, working to select words and phrases

that convey them more precisely; uses dialogue
Revising and Editing

● Revising - works to improve organization and support/development of ideas
● Editing - diligently checks that conventions of standard English are followed

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - Writes in complete sentences, following previously-learned rules; learns to

recognize/correct sentence fragments, run-on sentences, misused homophones (its, it’s, to, two,
too, there, they’re, their)

● Capitalization and Punctuation - solidifies learning and consistently follows previously-learned rules;
learns to use a comma in a compound sentence

● Spelling - correctly spells previously-learned high- frequency words in all work
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5th Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Paragraphs Work - Understands how transitional words/phrases can be use to link ideas within

and across informational-text paragraphs and how certain words/phrases are used to signal contrast
(e.g., however),addition (e.g., similarly, moreover), and other relationships

● How sentences Work - understands structure of a complex sentence (independent clause attached
via a comma); uses perfect verb tenses (I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked); expands
parts-of -speech knowledge to include preposition, interjections,and correlative conjunctions (e.g.
either/or, neither/nor)

● How Words Work - expands knowledge of morphemic parts (word parts that mean something),
learning about Greek and Latin prefixes, suffixes, and roots

READING

Problem-Solving
● Phrasing - pauses appropriately, guided by meaning of text and punctuation
● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words, guided by meaning of

text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization)
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast

Fluency
● Phrasing - pauses appropriately, guided by meaning of text and punctuation
● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words,guided by meaning of

text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization)
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast

Comprehension
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - summarized a text; determines a) the theme (lesson/message)

in a piece of literature and b) two or more central ideas in an informational text, explaining how they
were supported

● Words and Phrases - uses context (overall meaning of sentence, paragraph),knowledge of
morphemic word parts, and phrases; recognizes and explains figurative language (similes and
metaphors; common idioms and adages/proverbs)

● Compare and Contrast - compare/contrast a) two pieces of literature (from the same genre) focused
on a similar theme or topic and b) several informational texts focused on the same topic,integrating
the information within texts

WRITING

Organization
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - opens by stating opinion/introducing topic; uses heading; uses

transitional words/phrases to link ideas within and across paragraphs; ends with a concluding
statement or section that relates to the opinion or information presented

● Narrative Writing - begins real or imagined stories in a way that orients the reader; uses transitional
words/phrases to signal order to events; ends with a conclusion that follows from the narrated
events

Support and Development
● Opinion Writing, Information Writing - provides reasons in opinion pieces and facts, details,

definitions in information pieces; elaborates with examples
● Narrative Writing - describes actions, thoughts, and feelings, working to select words and phrases

that convey them more precisely; uses dialogue
Revising and Editing

● Revising - works to improve organization and support/development of ideas
● Editing - diligently checks that conventions of standard English are followed

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - writes in complete sentences, following previously-learned rules; learns to

recognize/correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense
● Capitalization and Punctuation - follows previously-learned rules; learns to use a) a comma after an

introductory element, b) a comma to set off yes/no or a tag question, c) a comma to indicate a direct
address, and d) commas to separate items in series that are more complex

● Spelling - correctly spells previously-learned high-frequency words in all word
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6th Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Paragraphs Work - continues to examine how certain transitional words/phrases are used to

signal contrast, addition, and other relationships.
● How Sentences Work - understands structure of a compound-complex sentence (two independent

clauses linked by a comma and coordinating conjunction; at least one of the independent clauses
has a dependent clause); expands knowledge of parts of speech to include intensive pronouns
(myself, ourselves).

● How Words Work - expands knowledge of morphemic parts (word parts that mean something),
learning about Greek and Latin prefixes, suffixes and roots.

READING

Problem-Solving
● notices when rereading is necessary; strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of

how words work, how sentences work, how texts work
Fluency

● Phrasing - pauses appropriately, guided by meaning of text and punctuation.
● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words, guided by meaning of

text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization).
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast.

Comprehension
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - objectively summarize a text; determines a) the theme

(lesson/message) in a piece of literature and b) the central idea in an informational text, explaining
how they were conveyed.

● Words and Phrases - uses context (overall meaning of sentence, paragraph; a word’s function in a
sentence), knowledge of morphemic word parts, and a glossary, dictionary, thesaurus to clarify
meaning of words and phrases; recognizes and explains figurative language (personification).

● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) two pieces of literature (from different genres)
focused on a similar theme or topic and b) two informational texts focused on the same event of
person.

WRITING

Organization
● Argument Writing, Information Writing - opens by stating claim/introducing topic; uses heading and

graphics; uses transitional words/phrases to clarify relationships among ideas presented; ends with
a concluding statement or section that relates to the claim or information presented.

● Narrative Writing - begins real or imagined stories in a way that orients and engages the reader;
uses transitional words/phrases to signal shifts in time or setting; ends with a conclusion that follows
from the narrated events.

Support and Development
● Argument Writing, Information Writing - provides reasons in argument pieces and facts, details,

definitions in information pieces; elaborates with examples; uses credible sources, providing basic
bibliographic information.

● Narrative Writing - Describes actions, thoughts, and feelings, working to select words and phrases
that convey them more precisely; uses dialogue.

Revising and Editing
● Revising - works to improve organization and support/development of ideas; uses only the most

relevant evidence, information, and descriptive details.
● Editing - diligently checks that conventions of standard English are followed.

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - writess in complete sentences, following previously-learned rules; learns to

recognize and correct vague pronouns and inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.
● Capitalization and Punctuation - follows previously-learned rules; learns to use commas,

parentheses, and dashes to set off nonrestrictive elements.
● Spelling - correctly spells majority of words in all written work.
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7th Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Paragraphs Work - continue to examine how certain transitional words/phrases are used to

signal contrast, addition, and other relationships.
● How Sentence Work - understands the difference between simple, compound, complex, and

compound-complex sentences; explains the function of phrases and clauses, in general and in
particular sentences.

● How Words Work - expands knowledge of morphemic parts (words parts that mean something),
learning about Greek and Latin prefixes, suffixes, and roots.

READING

Problem-Solving
● notices when rereading is necessary; strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of

how words work, how sentences work, how texts work
Fluency

● Phrasing - pausing appropriately, guided by meaning of text and punctuation.
● Pitching and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words, guided by meaning

of text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization)
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast

Comprehension
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - objectively summarize a text; determines a) the theme

(lesson/message) in a piece of literature and b) two or more central ideas in an informational text,
analyzing their development.

● Words and Phrases - uses context (overall meaning of sentence, paragraph; a word’s function in a
sentence), knowledge of morphemic word parts, and a glossary, dictionary, thesaurus to clarify
meaning of words and phrases; recognizes and explains figurative language (allusions, verbal irony,
puns)

● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character
and a historical account of the same period and b) the techniques of two or more authors writing on
the same topic

WRITING

Organization
● Argument Writing, Information Writing - provides reasons in argument pieces and facts, details,

definitions in information pieces; eleabrates with examples; uses credible sources, providing a
bibliography (standard format)

● Narrative Writing - describes actions, thoughts, and feelings, working to select words and phrases
that convey them more precisely; use dialogue

Revising and Editing
● Revising - works to improve organization and support/development of ideas; eliminates wordiness,

redundancy; examines how well purpose is addressed
● Editing - diligently checks that conventions of standard English are followed

Conventions of Standard English
● Grammar and Usage - writes in completed sentences, following previously-learned rules; learns to

choose among simples, compound, complex and compound-complex sentences to signal differing
relationships among ideas

● Capitalization and Punctuation - follows previously-learned rules; learns to use a comma to separate
coordinate adjectives (e.g., it was a fascinating, enjoyable movie but not He wore an old green shirt)

● Spelling - correctly spells majority of words in all written work
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8th Grade

Foundational Language Skills
● How Paragraphs Work - analyzes the structure of an informational-text paragraph, including the role

of particular sentences in developing a concept
● How Sentence Work - expands parts-of-speech knowledge to include verbals (e.g., gerunds,

participles, infinitives)
● How Words Work - expands knowledge of morphemic parts (word parts that mean something),

learning about Greek and Latin prefixes, suffixes, and roots

READING

Problem-Solving
● Notices when rereading is necessary; strategically figures out tricky words by using knowledge of

how words work, how sentences work, how texts work
Fluency

● Phrasing - pauses appropriately, guided meaning of text and punctuation
● Pitch and Stress - appropriately changes intonation and emphasis on words, guided by meaning of

text, punctuation, and text features (e.g., italicization)
● Rate - reads smoothly at a speed that is not laborious and yet not too fast

Comprehension
● Themes, Central Ideas, and Details - objectively summarize a text; determines a) the theme

(lesson/message) ina piece of literature and b) the central idea in an informational text, analyzing
their development

● Words and Phrases - uses context (overall meaning of sentence, paragraph; a word’s function in a
sentence”, knowledge of morphemic word parts, and a glossary, dictionary, thesaurus to clarify
meaning of words and phrases; recognizes and explains figurative language (allusions, verbal irony,
puns)

● Compare and Contrast - compares/contrasts a) a modern work of fiction and the myths, traditional
stories, or religious works from which it draws themes, patterns of events, or character types and b)
two or more informational texts with conflicting information on the same topic

WRITING

Organization
● Argument Writing, Information Writing - opens by stating claim (acknowledging opposing claims and

distinguishing stated claim from them) or introducing topic (previewing what is to follow); uses
heading and graphics; uses a variety of transitional words/phrases to clarify relationships among
ideas and create cohesion; ends with concluding section that relates to claim or information
presented and supports it

● Narrative Writing - begins real or imagined stories in a way that oriens and engages the reader and
establishes a point of view; uses transitional words/phrases to signal shift

Support and Development
● Argument Writing, Information Writing - provides reasons in argument pieces and facts, details,

definitions in information pieces; elaborates with examples; uses credible sources, providing a
bibliography (standard format)

● Narrative Writing - describes actions, thoughts, and feelings, working to select words and phrases
that convey them more precisely; uses dialogue

Revising and Editing
● Revising - works to improve organization and support/development of ideas; learns to use verbs in

the active and passive voice and in the conditional and subjunctive mood to achieve particular
effects (e.g., expressing uncertainty)

● Editing - diligently checks that conventions of standard English are followed
Conventions of Standard English

● Grammar and Usage - follows previously-learned rules
● Capitalization and Punctuation - follows previously-learned rules; learns to use punctuation to

indicate a pause or bread (comma, ellipsis, dash) or an omission (ellipsis)
● Spelling - correctly spells majority of words in all written work
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